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AGENDA
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> Call to order
– Governance Board Update

> Student Information Systems Current State

> Enterprise Standards: APS 2.3 Policy Revision/Update

> UW Finance Transformation

> UWFT Combined Quarterly Report and IT Project Portfolio 
Executive Summary

> Wrap up



Governance Board 

Update
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Aaron Powell
Vice President for UW-IT and CIO

Mike Middlebrooks
Director of Information Technology, School of Medicine
Chair, IT Service Management Board



QUESTIONS
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Student Information 

Systems Current State
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Bill Ferris
Chief Financial Officer, UW-IT

Erik Hofer
Associate Vice President for Academic Services, UW-IT



Background (1)

> The foundation of our Student Information System (SIS) is a large, 
mainframe application developed at the UW over the past 40 years

> This homebuilt application is augmented by a collection of 
complementary applications that are either built in-house (using a 
variety of technology stacks) or licensed from vendors and 
integrated into the ecosystem

> A major initiative to overhaul this systems ecosystem is anticipated, 
but is some years off

– Institutional capacity

– Lack of viable solutions on the market

> The institutional strategy to date has been to leverage the historical 
investments in these systems as much as possible
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Background (2)

> In recent history, the SIS has required continual development work 
to keep up with evolving institutional demands

– Operations and Maintenance also has to include some degree of non-
discretionary enhancement work

> External factors contribute to operations and maintenance costs

> Over the past several years, evolving student needs and 
institutional demands have led to a series of modernization 
projects to address major functional gaps

– MyPlan

– Undergraduate Admissions Modernization 

– Financial Aid Modernization

> These modernization projects have led to increases in the costs to 
operate and maintain these system
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Student Systems – Temporary Funding

Provost/OPB has provided temporary funding for these modernization 
initiatives, with no funding for ongoing support.

Temporary Funding* 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Total

Undergrad Admissions Mod

     Implementation 250,000      690,000      365,500      365,500      240,000      1,911,000  

    Ongoing Support 240,000      240,000      240,000      720,000     

Finance Aid Management Sys -               310,000      781,474      981,474      2,072,948  

MyPlan/Academic Explorer** 995,000 995,000     

    Total 1,245,000   1,000,000   1,386,974   1,586,974   480,000      -        -        5,698,948  

*Source: Provost Reinvestment Funds (UW-IT & Enrollment Mgmt)

** In FY15, partial funding for MyPlan from STF
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Student Admin System - Budget
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Permanent Funding $4.4 M
-GOF/DOF/TRF

Current FY21 Budget 6.0 M

Labor & Non-Labor – (Servers, Kuali)

Funding Gap* -$1.6M

Use of “Carryover Funds” related to temporary investments has covered the 
gap through end of FY21.



Issues

1. The need for “project capacity” remains due to continued 
institutional and external change

2. The current foundation of permanent funding does not cover the 
operations and maintenance of the SIS

a. Use of UW-IT Reserves

b. Cost saving measures

c. Temp dollars from partners to address some new major enhancements, 
but do not address (and exacerbate!) the underfunding of O&M

3. The Student Program is in the midst of a wave of retirements of long 
time technical staff, leading to challenges of both institutional 
knowledge and reduced capacity while new staff are onboarded

4. With a full transformation effort several years off, we should be 
investing in a set of projects to ensure that the SIS is operable until a 
replacement can be adopted
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Discussion / Next Steps

> The structural deficit is real, and UW-IT’s reserves to lessen 
the impacts will not hold out much longer

> How might we balance current financial constraints with 
downstream operational risk?

> How might we accommodate a high rate of change and churn 
in the academic / student space in a period of very 
constrained resources?
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QUESTIONS
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Enterprise Standards: 

APS 2.3 Policy 

Revision/Update
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Jim Phelps
Director of Enterprise Architecture & Strategy



Change to Enterprise Architecture
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“At the direction of the VP for UW-IT and CIO of UW, 

Enterprise Architecture (EA) helps stakeholders maximize 

the architectural value of their services, solutions, data, 

processes, or organizations on behalf of the UW in an 

environment of constant change. The EA team is 

accountable to the broad, long-term interests of the 

UW and advocates for decisions that make the most of 

the UW’s investments. The Director of EA will arbitrate 

architectural tradeoffs where they occur.”

The scope of the 
standards are meant 

to be UW-wide 
services and 

technologies not just 
UW-IT services.

https://itconnect.uw.edu/work/enterprise-architecture/


Agenda
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> Two example case studies

> Why set standards – the goals of these standards

> What standards are not meant to do

> Approval of next steps/changes to APS 2.3



UWFT – Deloitte asking…
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Because we didn’t have any, 
UWFT caused a lot of spin 

and swirl around things we 
thought were “decided” 

already.

“Where are the standards that we need to comply with?”



SMB Recommendations – Feb. 2020
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“The top seven IT Service Management Board recommendations are:

1. Enterprise Service Management investment

2. Standardize and consolidate Admissions applications and review systems

3. Implement Student Database improvements and application interface

4. Develop a centralized online software registry

5. Develop and publish guidance for “pre-qualified” Customer Relationship 
Management systems

6. Promote and support the implementation of 25Live for space scheduling 
and management

7. Adopt Zoom as the preferred campus-wide solution for video conferencing 
and collaboration”

SMB Recommendations from 2020 include things that look like standards

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/uw-s3-cdn/wp-content/uploads/sites/70/2020/03/13153727/IT-SMB-Recommendations-Feb-2020.pdf


SMB: Enterprise Service Management 
Investment
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“The UW Connect Service is now utilized by 25 UW Schools/units including, 
the Integrated Service Center, Foster School of Business, Health Sciences 
Shared Service Center, and UW Bothell. Some units use the service to manage 
local IT support as well as local finance and HR support. Along with this 
success, there is a recognized need for continuing to advance a UW-wide 
Service Management approach supported by shared practices, templates, 
and tools. ... An Enterprise Service Management Investment to minimize this 
barrier would support scale and repeatable processes and create a common 
platform facilitating collaboration and service delivery across organizational 
boundaries.”



SMB: 25Live
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“Implementing 25Live will improve efficiency at multiple levels in multiple 
offices across all three campuses. Instead of a chaotic playing field, it provides 
a single source for scheduling/room assignment needs. Additionally, it can 
reduce the cost spent by multiple offices implementing multiple solutions. 
UW-Tacoma has already seen that happen with a nearly complete 
implementation across its campus. By implementing 25Live as an enterprise-
wide solution, users looking for spaces could find them in a single online 
location without having to search all around campus.”



Accelerate Decisions
Improve

User Experience

Good Stewards Building a Community
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Good Peer Examples
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> University of Wisconsin - Madison

> University of Michigan

> Harvard University

> Miami University

> Penn State University

https://enterprisearchitecture.harvard.edu/
https://policy.psu.edu/policies/ad95#D5
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Reference
Architectures

Solution
Architectures

Guide design 
decisions

Community sourced

● Developed by contributors at 
the UW

● Grounded in existing practices 
and feasible goals

● Facilitated by the EA team

Evolve based 
on experience

Based on best practices

● High level approaches to 
technology, applications, data, 
and business architecture

● From experience in higher 
education, IT, and related 
industries

How will standards be developed?



Why? What is my (EA) goal for this?
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> Decision Making - Reduce the noise of false choices, reduce the 
tyranny of choice. Accelerate decision making where the answer is 
obvious.

> Reducing Complexity / Technical Debt - using a one tool to solve the 
same problem is better than using and managing many tools.

> Leveraging Investment - both in technology and staff / training.

> Security, Resiliency, etc. - Easier to manage one solution such that it 
meets the “ities”* than many solutions.

Steven Carmody ,IT Architect at Brown University and friend of R.L. Bob, introduced me to the idea of “The Ities” way back in 
2002. 

https://members.educause.edu/steven-t-carmody


What is this NOT meant to do?
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> Stifle Innovation - we will still want to pilot new solutions and new tools.  
We will need a good way of doing those pilots. Edge - Leverage - Core is 
key.

> Force misfit solutions - if the standard doesn’t fit, then let’s find a 
solution. Try the standard first. See if it meets the business needs before 
buying something else.

> Command and Control local decisions - it should help local decisions 
move faster if step one is obvious - try the solution, if it works, great 
we’re done.



What we don’t know:
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> For any specific standard, we don’t know what the funding 
implication would be.

> For any specific standard, we don’t know what the 
enforcement level would be (should vs. must). We do think 
there would always be exemptions.



Questions or comments about the intent and vision?
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Next Step: Update APS 2.3
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APS  2.3 - needs to be updated - mentions Jeff Scott’s role draft changes

Change:

“The Vice President for UW Information Technology and Chief Information Officer (Vice President for UW-IT 
and CIO) has delegated authority in Executive Order No. 63 to provide leadership, guidance, and oversight, 
and leads standards work for all aspects of IT investments. In addition, the University's IT governance 
boards have oversight responsibilities for IT investments.”

Change:

“Note: The office of the State CIO may from time to time make changes to the policies, standards and 
requirements for IT project approvals. Any subsequent changes will be reflected as updates in the UW-IT 
Investment Procedures, and those updates will prevail over the requirements defined in this policy.”

Change:

Accordingly, every University information technology (IT) acquisition and project must comply with:

● All federal and state legal requirements;

● The rules and policies of the state of Washington including the state's Chief Information Officer (State 

CIO), the University's Board of Regents, and any relevant funding agencies;

● The provisions of this policy;

● The University of Washington Information Technology (UW-IT) Investment Procedures; and 

● Standard IT Solutions.

https://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/APS/02.03.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ufQz9lGceslQmv5FUHBdDd5mCdWcp4Im9VaY37agn0s/edit
https://www.washington.edu/admin/rules/policies/PO/EO63.html


APS 2.3
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7.  Exemptions from University Approval and Oversight

An acquisition and/or project may be exempt from University approval and oversight (small project exemption) 

when that acquisition and/or project is under a certain cost (initially $1 million in total project cost, and under $2.5 

million in system life cost), is a Level 1 project, and the impact is within a single department.  These projects should 

still align with and leverage the Standard IT Solutions where feasible.

A project or acquisition does not qualify for this small project exemption if any of the following is true:

● Requires use of central administrative systems or resources, including, but not limited to, new data interfaces or 

integrations

● Is in conflict with a Standard IT Solution (i.e. would replace or replicate the Standard IT Solution)



Final Questions
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> Other questions or comments?

> Do you support drafting changes to APS 2.3 to insert setting of 
IT Standards as part of the CIO role?

> Do you support this direction and approach to standards?



Thank You.

Questions or Comments:  phelpsj@uw.edu
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mailto:phelpsj@uw.edu


UW Finance 

Transformation -

Discussion
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Ed Loftus
Assistant Vice President for Finance Transformation



QUESTIONS
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UWFT Combined Quarterly 
Report and IT Project 
Portfolio Executive 
Summary 

Erik Lundberg
Assistant Vice President, Research Computing & Strategy, 
UW-IT
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Wrap Up
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QUESTIONS AND 

DISCUSSION


